test fails in lvm expected partition-lvm-new-summary needle not found

AND openQA did not switch to root console to upload related logs.

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-DVD-ppc64le-lvm@ppc64le fails in
lvm

Test suite description

MAX_JOB_TIME set as per poo#46682

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 72.1

Expected result

Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 26/02/2019 08:34 am - okurz
- Priority changed from Normal to High

#2 - 26/02/2019 08:47 am - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in lvm expected partition-lvm-new-summary needle not found to [functional][y] test fails in lvm expected partition-lvm-new-summary needle not found
- Due date set to 26/03/2019
- Status changed from New to Workable
- Target version set to Milestone 23

#3 - 01/03/2019 05:01 pm - michel_mno

as per Leap15.1 build 171.3,
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/865632#step/lvm/5
the lvm test is successful again.
so the first problem of this issue is solved.
For second problem about no access to root console; deeper investigation points to:
an incorrect tty5-selected-20180511 needle supposed to be associated to a login screen, do match an already logged in root session, creating error in activate_console.

proposal is:
* to create a new tty5-selected needle adding more string compare like existing tty2/tty4/tty6-selected needles
* delete the tty5-selected-20180511 one

#4 - 04/03/2019 10:50 am - michel_mno

should be marked as resolved for the 2nd problem and changes of needles.
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/866750#step/partitioning/6

#5 - 06/03/2019 08:21 am - riafarov
- Status changed from Workable to Rejected
- Assignee set to riafarov

Already handled: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/869728 I will highjack this ticket to improve console switching as per @michel_mno proposal

#6 - 06/03/2019 08:27 am - riafarov
- Subject changed from [functional][y] test fails in lvm expected partition-lvm-new-summary needle not found to [functional][y]
- Status changed from Rejected to Workable
- Priority changed from High to Normal

Ok, not really tty5-selected-20180511 was already removed and better needle has been already created
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/870828#step/shutdown/6

#7 - 06/03/2019 09:09 am - riafarov
- Subject changed from [functional][y] to [functional][y] test fails in lvm expected partition-lvm-new-summary needle not found
- Status changed from Workable to Rejected